
 

The Arc’s Community Connectors Program Helps Families through Pandemic 
 

Throughout the year long pandemic, The Arc Lane County’s Community Connectors program has provided 
steady support to more than 60 families raising children and youth  
with disabilities. The Community Connectors program recruits, trains 
and connects direct support professionals with families to support  
children in their home and in the community. Access to direct  
support professionals has been a lifeline to many families during the 
pandemic, including Kaillie Sisk and her son Jesse. 
 

As a single parent, Sisk moved to Oregon four years ago from Texas in 
pursuit of services to help her son after he was diagnosed with autism.  
At the time, her son was not speaking, and she wanted access to more 
services to help him.  
 

“The Community Connectors program at The Arc has helped me greatly during the pandemic,” says Sisk. 
“They were always looking out for my family.” 
 

Being a single mother without any family nearby, it was important for Sisk to find skilled direct support  
professionals that were reliable and trustworthy. It was also essential for Jesse to have consistency and  
structured routines, especially after COVID caused so much upheaval in his school routine.  
 

Tommy Archuleta and Shoshanah Adams who oversee the Community Connectors program were able to 
introduce Sisk and Jesse to Consuelo and Jose Lopez, who take turns supporting Jesse at home and out in 
the community. 
 

“Consuelo and Jose have been absolutely amazing,” says Sisk. “They have provided Jesse with structure and 
a regular routine, and they have helped him learn skills and thrive during this difficult time.” 

 

Sisk says the consistency has helped her as well. Sisk works in the 
food industry and she experienced layoffs during the pandemic that 
were very stressful. Knowing she could reliably count on Consuelo 
and Jose to care for Jesse and help him focus on his schoolwork 
helped minimize her stress and worry. 
 

Sisk says Consuelo and Jose have both had a positive impact on Jesse. 
He used to be a picky eater, but Jesse has tried new foods that      
Consuelo has made. And while Jesse used to have minimal expressive 

language, he is now singing Spanish songs that Jose has taught to him. 
 

“My son’s direct supported professionals have helped him immensely during this challenging year,” says 
Sisk. “They treat him like he’s their grandson, which makes my heart happy.” 

Kaillie Sisk and her 6-year-old son, Jesse 

Direct support professionals Consuelo and 
Jose Lopez pictured with Jesse.  


